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 / backend Zabbix 3.4.fr .fr / backend 3.4.fr A personal note about the name fr… I’m not quite sure about the way I came up
with this name. I was reading a french blog that talked about a conspiracy against the French, and for some reason it was called
the “conspiracy against fr”. At first, this name seemed very funny to me. Like a conspiracy against the french people, like they

were conspiring against the french people. Yet, after some time, I started to feel that I was being scolded for my choice and that
this name was an insult to the french. What I thought about it, is that the name is an insult because it’s the exact opposite of what
it’s supposed to mean. This name, being able to insult us, is actually, a symbol of everything that is unfair about french culture.
For example, the fact that there are a lot of words that look like French names. Like, there is a lot of people named “Louis”.
There are some people named “Louie”. There are people named “Lois”. There is a lot of people named “Louie”, “Lois” or
“Lois”. In fact, the most common French name is “Louis”. Louis the First, Louis the XVI, Louis the Great… Louis the…

Louis… Can you even remember the person’s name who played Louis in The Twilight? And the Louis was a child. When the
original “my brother” joke was brought up by Owen, he was probably talking about the fact that most people in France were

named Louis, or Lous, or Lousy, or Leif, or Louis, or Lousie, or… Anyway, everyone knows the reason why Louis is the most
common name in France. I think a conspiracy against the French would be something like this… They put Louis the First in

front, and everyone would name their children Louis the First. They put Louis the Second in front, and everyone would name
their children Louis the Second. They put Louis the Great in front, and everyone would name their children Louis the Great.

Yet, this seems a bit easier than saying “Ok, the whole French speaking world is named like this”. But 82157476af
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